
Megachange – The world in 2050
Timeline
In 1922, executives establish policies and procedures of the command-and-control organization.
Today, counterparts strive to make companies more flexible and more open to employee
initiative and learning.
Approach: To look ahead, you have to first look back – Provide clear idea of nature and scale of
change, give a sense of momentum.
Resistance: Willingness to envisage disruption down the road, not a straight extrapolation of the
past into the future.
Rise of Asia: Great shift towards the East is taking place – Asia will account for more than half
of the world economy, which is what its share was back in 1820.
Picture of progress: Enormous challenges ahead, but optimistic and confident that with the right
policies, progress is possible on most fronts.
Future changes: “storms of creative destruction are blowing us to a better place”
Richer, healthier, more connected, more sustainable, more productive, more innovative, better
educated, less inequality between rich/poor, men/women, more opportunity, more urban, older,
more African (Nigeria).

- Genome sequencing as common as having a blood-rest
- Learning of foreign languages overshadowed by computer translation
- Individual intelligence supplemented by collective intelligence (connectivity to

social networks)
- Ubiquitous computing – chips in everything

New technologies: “additive” techniques, three-dimensional printing, stem cells, genetic
modification, robotics, virtual learning, science fiction, discovery of alien life, drones.





Putting organisational complexity in its place
 

Organisational complexity Individual complexity
Number of countries the company operates in Poor processes (bureaucratic)
Number of brands Confusing role definitions (duplication)
Number of people they manage Unclear accountabilities

Consequences: wasted effort, organizational damage, financially costly
Cures to boost organizational effectiveness:

1. Removing complexity that does not add value
2. Channel what’s left to employees who can handle it naturally or be trained to cope

with it
Actions (before):

1. Survey that asked employees about the clarity of roles and accountabilities across
the company

2. Structured interviews or focus groups to gather quantitative data about intensity of
complexity, qualitative information on what drives it

3. First assessment by looking at organizational charts with fresh eyes
Actions (after):

1. Redraw functional boundaries to simplify employees’ jobs and direct necessary
interactions

2. Create small teams in each geographic area
3. Standardize job descriptions and give clear accountabilities
4. Build sign-off process into regular business-planning activities to provide clarity

and regularity
5. Put in place a consistent talent review process to focus on performance-

management conversations
6. Recruit and train HR employees about revamped talent review process

(Avoid sampling subsets and assume the views are representative)
Results:

1. Remove unnecessary costs and organizational friction
2. Lead to new sources of profit & competitive advantage by boosting resilience &

ability to adapt quickly
Companies need to locate strengths – people who are less troubled by complexity and train
weaknesses to make employees have the ability to tolerate ambiguity and manage complexity.
Companies are not uniformly complex, and employees do not experience complexity the way
executives do. They must recognize how employees at all levels see complexity, then learn what
is driving it.
Imposed complexity Inherent complexity Designed complexity Unnecessary

complexity
Laws, industry
regulations,
interventions by
NGOs.
Not manageable by
companies.

Intrinsic to business.
Can only be jettisoned
by exiting a portion of
the business.

Choices about business
operations and
processes.
Can remove it, but can
mean oversimplification
of business model.

Misalignment between
needs of organization
and supporting
processes.
Easily managed once
identified.

 

Strategy under UncertaintyGenerating Predictions
Portfolio of Actions – Moves to implement strategy



Rules
1. Develop a limited number of alternative scenarios.
2. Avoid developing redundant scenarios
3. Develop set of scenarios that collectively account for the probable range of future
outcomes and not the entire possible range.

Strategy under Uncertainty
Traditional strategic-planning processes: standard practice is to lay out a vision of future event
precise enough to be captured in a discounted-cash-flow analysis.
Dangers:

1. Lead executives to view uncertainty in a binary way (level 1 or 4). 
Assume world is either certain (open to precise predictions) or uncertain
(completely unpredictable) – forces executives to underestimate uncertainty in
order to make a compelling case for their strategy.

2. Underestimating uncertainty lead to strategies that neither defend against threats
nor take advantage of opportunities within uncertainties. 
Risk-averse managers do not trust their gut instincts and suffer from decision
paralysis – avoid making critical strategic decisions about
products/markets/technologies they should develop.

3. Overestimating uncertainty (assuming world is unpredictable) lead executives to
abandon traditional planning processes and base their strategic decisions primarily
on gut instinct – result in misinformed bets on products or markets

No approach can make the challenges of uncertainty disappear, but a framework for determining
level of uncertainty will lead to more informed and confident strategic decisions.
First, identify clear trends (market demographics) that can help define potential demand.
Second, obtain knowable factors (performance attributes for current technologies, elasticities of
demand for products, competitors’ expansion plans) that are currently unknown but are
knowable if right analysis is done.
Uncertainty that remains after best possible analysis is done, is called residual uncertainty. 

 

 

Residual Uncertainty

Generating Predictions

Strategic Postures - Intent of a strategy
 



  
Uncertainty demands a more flexible approach to situation analysis. The old one-size-fits-all
approach is inadequate. Over time, companies will face strategy problems with varying levels of
residual uncertainty, and it is vitally important that the strategic analysis be tailored to the level
of uncertainty.
 
 

  



  

Level 1 – Clear Enough Future
- Risky and rare to be shapers (increase residual uncertainty in predictable markets)
- Create level 3 uncertainty for itself and level 2 uncertainty for competitors, but

return to level 1 over time
- Require big bets, and options to hedge against bad bets
- Possible to reshape an entire new industry with a fundamentally new structure
- E.g. FedEX’s overnight-delivery strategy

 
- In predictable business environments, most companies are adapters
- Analysis: Predict industry’s future landscape
- Strategy: Making positioning choices about where and how to compete
- Made up of a series of no-regret moves
- Identify unexploited opportunities within existing market structure – create value

through innovations or through improvements in business systems without
fundamentally changing the industry

- E.g. Southwest Airline Company’s no frills, pointtopoint service, Gateway’s direct-
mail distribution strategy

 

 

 

 

Level 2 – Alternate Futures
- Shaping strategy is designed to increase probability that a favoured industry

scenario will occur
- Prevent competitors from creating excess capacity, commit company to build new

capacity in advance of upturn in demand to preempt competition, consolidate
industry through M&As

- Supplement big bets with options that allow companies to change course quickly if
necessary

- E.g. Microsoft remained flexible by willing to cut losses, build a cadre of engineers
with wide range of programming and product development skills, closely monitor
key trigger variables

 
- Can be easy to adapt or reserve right to play since trigger variables are easy to

monitor
- Purchase options to remain competitive in market / decrease risk of falling behind

(license technology within specified time frame, retrofit proportion of existing
capacity around new technology)

- Small commitments give companies privileged positions, not obligations, to ramp
up or discontinue new technology development as performance attributes become
clearer over time

Level 3 – Range of Futures



Level 3 – Range of Futures
- Shapers try to move market in a general direction because they can identify only a

range of outcomes
- Backed by big-bet investments in product development, infrastructure, and pilot

experiments
- E.g. Mondex International attempting to establish universal electronic-cash

standards (level 3 problem)
 

- Adapter posture achieved through investments in organizational capabilities to keep
options open

- Need quick access to market information and flexible organizational structures to
implement strategies

- E.g. Regional banks make small investments as options in industry to monitor
electronic payment services

 
- Reserving the right to play; making incremental investments could provide useful

information and put the company in a privileged position to expand the business
in the future should that prove attractive

- Restructure decisions from big bets to a series of options, reduces the need to bet
the farm or risk being preempted by competitors

- E.g. Telecommunications company’s decision on investment for interactive TV
service in the future

Level 4 – True Ambiguity
- Level 4 situations are transitional, may offer higher returns and involve lower risks

for shapers
- Shapers’ role is to provide a vision of an industry structure and standards that will

coordinate the strategies of other players and drive the market toward a more
stable and favorable outcome

- E.g. Mahathir trying to shape future of multimedia in Asian Pacific Rim (level 4
strategy problem)

- Create order out of chaos by investing big bets, or coordinate strategies of players
around outcome

 
- Difficulty of managing options drives players towards adapter postures – frequently

implemented by making investments in organizational capabilities
- Potential players will make bigger bets as industry moves into level 2 and 3 over

time
 

- Options through incremental investments may be reserving the right to play or
lose

- Rules: 1. Look for high degree of leverage 2. Don’t get locked into one position
through neglect

 
1. Avoid dangerous binary views of uncertainty
2. Offers discipline for thinking rigorously and systematically about uncertainty
3. Guide to judging which analytic tools can/can’t help in making decisions at various

levels of uncertainty
4. Offers a more complete and sophisticated understanding of uncertainty and

implications for strategy



Adaptability: The New Competitive Advantage

Era of risk and instability
- Volatility of business operating margins, size of gap between winners & losers has

more than doubled
- No more strong correlation between profitability and industry share

Challenge for strategy making - Traditional approaches actually assume a stable and predictable
world. Sustainable competitive advantage no longer arises from position, scale, first-order
capabilities. It stems from ‘second-order’ organisational capabilities that foster rapid adaptation.
Instead of being good at a particular thing, companies must be good at learning how to do new
things.
Four organisational capabilities to attain adaptive advantage:

1. Ability to read and act on signals
- Decode signals of change from external environment, quickly act to refine/reinvent

business model or reshape information landscape of industry
- In this information-saturated age, when complex and varying signals are available

simultaneously to all players, adaptive companies must rely on sophisticated
point-of-sale systems to ensure they acquire right information, and apply
advanced data-mining technologies to recognise relevant patterns

- E.g. Tesco’s detailed analyses of members’ purchase patterns, Google’s linking
advertising to operations

2. Ability to experiment
- Traditional approaches of experimentation can be costly and time-consuming, and

add complexity
- Research based on consumers’ perceptions is a poor predictor of success; failed

market tests can jeopardize company’s reputation, brand and earnings
 

- Adaptive competitors use new approaches and technologies in virtual
environments to generate, test, and replicate a larger number of innovative ideas
faster, at lower cost, and with less risk than rivals

o E.g. Procter & Gamble leverages open-innovation networks to solve
technical design problems; introduce & test products more quickly and
cheaply with friendly audience before a full launch

- Companies need to broaden scope of their experimentation – experiment with
business models

o E.g. Ikea leverage assets and capabilities to explore two business models
simultaneously

- Adaptive companies are tolerant of failure through experimentation
o E.g. software company Intuit documented learnings from failure of

marketing campaign (rockyourrefund) “It is only a failure if we fail to get
the learning”

3. Ability to manage complex multicompany systems
- Work more closely and smartly with customers and suppliers
- Industry structure is characterized as competing ecosystems of co-dependant

companies, not as a handful of competitors producing similar goods and working



companies, not as a handful of competitors producing similar goods and working
on a stable and distant basis with customers

- Advantage will flow to companies that can create effective strategies at the
network or system level

- Adaptive companies push activities outside the company without benefitting
competitors; 
design and evolve strategies for networks without relying on strong control
mechanisms

- To foster interaction with minimal barriers, adaptive companies generate trust
among participants and provide transparency and rating systems that serve as
‘reputational currency’

- Multicompany systems can enhance adaptiveness of individual companies through
broader signal detection, parallel innovation, super flexibility and rapid
mobilization

- E.g. EBay’s complex network of sellers and buyers, Apple’s ability to bring together
assets and capabilities of many entities allow it to leapfrog the experience curve
and become new market leaders

4. Ability to mobilize
- A flexible structure and the dispersal of decision rights are powerful levers for

increasing adaptability
- Strategy follows organisation in adaptive companies
- Replace permanent silos and functions with modular units that freely

communicate and recombine according to situation at hand
- Helpful to have weak or competing power structures and a culture of constructive

conflict and dissent
- E.g. Cisco created novel management structure of cross-functional councils and

boards to facilitate moves into developing countries and markets with great agility
 

- With more fluid structures, adaptive companies drive decision making down to the
front lines, allowing faster and more proactive responses from people who are
most likely to detect changes in environment

- What’s needed for the loss of rigid hierarchy is simple, generative rules to facilitate
interaction, help people make trade-offs, and set the boundaries within which they
can make decisions

- E.g. Netflix only has rules to prevent disaster and moral, ethical, legal issues

Challenge for big businesses
- Built their operations around scale & efficiency – sources of advantage that rely on

stable environments
- Hierarchical structures and fixed routines lack diversity and flexibility needed for

rapid learning & change
How to create a context where adaptive capabilities can thrive:
1. Look at the mavericks
Shift focus from traditional competitors’ moves to what new players are doing and think of
ways to insure company against new competition or neutralize its effect. Look at
adjacent/analogous industries & pre-empt
2. Identify and address uncertainties
Put aside traditional forecasts and examine the risks and uncertainties that could affect the
company.
Distinguish ‘false knowns’, ‘underexploited knows’ and ‘unknown unknowns’
3. Put initiative on every risk
Every source of uncertainty should be addressed with an initiative – create portfolio of
strategic initiatives to drive organization into adaptability
4. Examine multiple alternatives
Require every change proposal to be accompanied by several alternatives, so that there will



Require every change proposal to be accompanied by several alternatives, so that there will
be a more varied and powerful set of moves, and fosters cognitive diversity and
organizational flexibility

5. Increase the clock speed
In a fast-moving environment, companies need to accelerate change by making annual
planning processes lighter and more frequent, since speed of adaptation is a variable of the
cycle time of decision making

In an uncertain and rapidly changing industry, one needs a dynamic and sustainable way
to stay ahead. Survival will depend on building an organisation that exploits the four
capabilities to have adaptive advantage.

Time Pacing Keeping Up, Gaining Ground, Setting the Pace
A strategy for competing in fast-changing, unpredictable markets by scheduling change at predictable time intervals.

- Help managers anticipate change and set the pace of competition
- Set the pace for change; not changing too often
- Counteract the natural tendency of managers to wait too long, move too slowly, and

lose momentum
- Creates a sense of urgency, concentrates individual and team energy around

common goals
- Predictable, gives people a sense of control in chaotic markets
- People are focused, efficient, and confident about task at hand, leading to enhanced

performance
Time Pacing Event Pacing

- Creating new products/services,
launching new businesses, entering
new markets according to the
calendar

- Regular, rhythmic, proactive
- Creates a predictable rhythm for

change in a company

- Familiar and natural order of
things

- Companies change in response
to events

- Managers follow a plan and
deviates only when
performance weakens

- Opportunistic, reactive, erratic
strategy

Managing Transitions
Companies that manage by time pacing learn to choreograph important transitions, shortening
execution time.
E.g. Gillette manages balanced product pipeline through a disciplined transition process, does
not release a product prototype into volume production until a mock-up of next product to follow
is available. Slashing execution time hastens company’s revenue flow, and prevents competitors
from copying its products.
Matters most in fast-changing markets. When the pace is fast, there are more transitions, and
more time required. The faster the market is moving, the harder it is to catch up when you
stumble. Effective management of transitions is critical to companies in markets characterized by
constantly shifting opportunities. Post-merger integration process is a critical transition.
Successful companies use transitions as opportunities to learn, reflect, change direction, and
accomplish other goals. E.g. boost performance of flagging operating units, skim off new best
practices from acquired companies. Effectively managed transitions require clear, choreographed
processes that their employees understood.

Managing Rhythms
Rhythm helps people plan ahead and synchronize their activities. 
A critical dimension of time pacing is setting the right rhythms for change and synchronizing
those rhythms with the marketplace and with organization’s internal capabilities.
Getting in step with the market – align companies with important rhythms in marketplace
(seasons, cycles)
Time pacing strategy also depends on company’s ability to synchronize with external rhythms
from suppliers and complementers, be it moving faster or slowing down.



from suppliers and complementers, be it moving faster or slowing down.
Managers alter planning and review processes from traditional annual cycle to one more tailored
to the rate of change in specific markets – choosing a pace that competitors cannot sustain.
Companies peg their rhythm to the realities of their internal capabilities, ramping them up should
pace fall short of management’s ambitions. Modularity – key to keeping pace (Microsoft,
Walkman, Shiseido)
Time pacing balances perseverance necessary to overcome obstacles along the way with the
required change when a course of action is failing – a balance to achieve in rapidly changing
markets. Event pacing will help any business cope with inevitable surprises in the marketplace.



The Disruption Opportunity
Always creates new markets and new net growth through customers off the radar of established
business. 
Net effect: total market growth through new market discovery for incumbents and upstarts.
To put these ideas into practice,

- New markets lie outside existing resource base; managers conclude it is outside
company’s scope

- Growth associated with disruption originates in a space in the market not
traditionally served by them

- Incumbents often mistakenly assume that disruption will immediately displace
established business

- Disruption creates net growth in the form of new markets long before encroaching
on established business. New entrants served customers who could not find
anything acceptable in established market, only creating problems for incumbents
when they move upmarket

- Incumbents must learn to recognise the opportunities and not adopt defensive
approach

Keys to successful navigation of disruption:
1. Recognise that established players have more time than they think
- Three Phases of Disruption
a) Innovation creates a new, uncompetitive market independent of established

business.
b) New market expands and slows down growth of established business.
c) Disruptive innovation significantly reduces size of old market.

 
2. Finding new customers who are eager to be served by disruption: intuition,

knowledge, serendipity
- Disruptive innovation must be undervalued by current customers
- Must compete against non-consumption (allow people to do things that couldn’t be

done in the past)
- Help people accomplish things that they are trying to do but can’t with the current

products/services
- Established players are unable to conceptualize the new business model that would

allow them to serve a new market profitably; unable to identify new customers
 

3. Building an organisation capable of serving the new customers
- Abandon usual ways of dealing with established market, let new customers dictate

business model
- Stick with the identified new customers so that the business models fit the new

market

Lessons to be learnt:
1. Disruption creates new net growth
2. New customers must be found outside established market
3. Key to disruptive innovation is finding customers who will welcome it, even if it

has lower standards
4. Products should be built according to outcomes demanded by new market
5. Start small and not be forced to grow quickly; figure out what customers require



5. Start small and not be forced to grow quickly; figure out what customers require
first

Meeting the Challenge of Disruptive Change
Managers lack a habit of thinking about their organization’s capabilities as carefully as they think
about individual’s people capabilities.
When thinking about what sorts of innovations their organization will be able to embrace,
managers need to assess how each of these factors might affect their organization's capacity to
change.

Resources
Tangible – people, equipment, cash, technology
Intangible – Information, brands, relationship with suppliers/customers
Access to abundant, high-quality resources increases an organization's chances of coping with
change.

Processes
Patterns of interaction, coordination, communication, and decision making employees use to
transform resources into products and services of greater worth. 
E.g. Processes that govern product development, manufacturing, and budgeting
A process that creates the capability to execute one task concurrently defines disabilities in
executing other tasks (E.g. Background processes that support decisions about where to invest
resources
- Those that define how market research is habitually done, how such analysis is translated into
financial projections, how plans and budgets are negotiated internally)

Values
Standards by which employees set prioritization decisions
The way company judges acceptable gross margins
How big a business opportunity can be before it can be worthwhile/interesting – to maintain
constant growth

Culture
Enables employees to act autonomously but causes them to act consistently. 
Employees begin to follow processes and decide priorities by assumption rather than by
conscious choice.
The factors that define an organization's capabilities and disabilities evolve over time-they start
in resources, then move to visible, articulated processes and values and migrate finally to
culture. When the capabilities reside in processes and values, and have become embedded in
culture, change can be extraordinarily difficult.

Sustaining Innovation vs Disruptive Innovation
Sustaining technologies

- Innovations that make a product or service perform better in ways that customers in
the mainstream market already value

- Sustained the best customers of companies by providing something better than had
previously been available

- Investment fits in with the values of leading companies in that they promise higher
margins from better products sold to leading-edge customers

Disruptive innovations
- Create an entirely new market through the introduction of a new kind of product or

service
- Improve so rapidly that they ultimately could address the needs of customers in the

mainstream of the market



mainstream of the market
- Occur so intermittently that no company has a routine process for handling them
- Lower profit margins per unit sold and not attractive to the company's best

customers; inconsistent with the established company's values
 

Large companies often surrender emerging growth markets because smaller, disruptive
companies are actually more capable of pursuing them. Start-ups lack resources, but that doesn't
matter. Their values can embrace small markets, and their cost structures can accommodate low
margins. Their market research and resource allocation processes allow managers to proceed
intuitively- every decision need not be backed by careful research and analysis. All these
advantages add up to the ability to embrace and even initiate disruptive change.
Whether addressing sustaining or disruptive innovations, an organization needs new processes
and values (because it needs new capabilities). Managers must create a new organizational space
where those capabilities can be developed.
Creating Capabilities to Cope with Change
 
Create new organizational structures within corporate boundaries
When a company's capabilities reside in its processes, and when new challenges require new
processes, managers need to pull relevant people out of the existing organization and draw a new
boundary around a new group. New team boundaries facilitate new patterns of working together
that ultimately can coalesce as new processes.
Spin out an independent organization from existing organization
Large organizations cannot be expected to allocate the critical financial and human resources
needed to build a strong position in small, emerging markets. It is difficult for a company whose
cost structure is tailored to compete in high-end markets to be profitable in low-end markets as
well. When the mainstream organization's values render it incapable of allocating resources to an
innovation project, the company should spin it out as a new venture. Managers need to run two
businesses in tandem- one whose processes are tuned to the existing business model and another
that is geared toward the new model.
Acquire organization whose processes and values close match requirements
Just as innovating managers need to make separate assessments of the capabilities and
disabilities that reside in their company's resources, processes, and values, so must they do the
same with acquisitions when seeking to buy capabilities. Companies that successfully gain new
capabilities through acquisitions are those that know where those capabilities reside in the
acquisition and assimilate them accordingly.
If the capabilities being purchased are embedded in an acquired company's processes and values,
then the last thing the acquiring manager should do is integrate the acquisition into the parent
organization. Integration will vaporize the processes and values of the acquired firm. A better
strategy is to let the business stand alone and to infuse the parent's resources into the acquired
company's processes and values.
If, however, the acquired company's resources were the reason for its success and the primary
rationale for the acquisition, then integrating it into the parent can make a lot of sense.
Essentially, that means plugging the acquired people, products, technology, and customers into
the parent's processes as a way of leveraging the parent's existing capabilities.



A: Project is good fit with processes and values, so no new capabilities are called for.
B: Sustaining innovation, present company with new types of problems and require new types of
interactions
C; Disruptive change, spinout will allow project to be governed by different values, ensuring
emergence of new processes
D: Disruptive change
Each company should tailor the team structure and organizational location to the processes and
values required by each project.



How a Firm’s Capabilities affect Boundary Decisions
Approach for determining a firm’s boundary: Transactions cost economics

- Requires managers to consider only the level of transaction-specific investment
- Specifies conditions under which firms should manage a particular economic

exchange within their organisational boundary as well as the conditions under
which it should be outsourced

Transaction Cost Analyses of Boundary Decisions
Managers determining firm’s boundary must ask themselves the most efficient way to govern the
exchange.
Two relevant issues: the cost of a governance mechanism and the threat of opportunism in an
exchange

1. Governance: mechanism through which a firm manages an economic exchange.
The more elaborate the governance, the most costly the governance.

a. Market governance
Firms interact with other firms at arms’ length and rely on market-determined
prices

b. Intermediate governance
Firms use complex contracts and strategic alliances to manage an exchange

c. Hierarchical governance
Firms bring an exchange within their boundary

2. Opportunism: party to an exchange takes unfair advantage of other parties to that
exchange

When one party to an exchange has made a large transaction-specific investment in an
exchange, other parties to that exchange have a strong incentive to behave opportunistically,
especially if they have not made such an investment.

3. Transaction-specific investment: investment that is significantly more valuable in a
particular exchange than in any alternative exchange e.g. oil pipeline for pumping
oil only and has no other uses

According to transactions costs logic, firms can use governance to mitigate the threat of
opportunism. The more elaborate the governance mechanism, the more effective it will be in
reducing the threat of opportunism created by transaction-specific investments.
High levels of transaction specific investments: high cost of hierarchical governance is offset
by ability to reduce threat of opportunism
Moderate levels of transaction specific investments: intermediate governance can reduce
threat of opportunism without extra costs of hierarchical governance
Low levels of transaction specific investment: not prone to opportunism so firms should opt
for market governance

 
The cost of using hierarchical governance to acquire capabilities must be compared with the cost
of using non-hierarchical governance to gain access to capabilities. While the threat of
opportunism stemming from transaction-specific investment is an important consideration in
making boundary decisions, managers have to consider costs of firm to develop capabilities on
its own or to acquire another firm that already possesses these capabilities. 
Attributes of the capabilities a firm is trying to gain access to can have an important impact on
the firm’s boundary choices. 

Capability Considerations



To gain capabilities it needs, a firm can:
1. Cooperate with firms that already possess capabilities that it needs.

Market/intermediate governance
2. Try develop capabilities on its own. Hierarchical governance
3. Acquire another firm that already possesses these capabilities. Hierarchical

governance
Decision about how to gain access to the capabilities that the firm needs not only depend on the
required level of transaction specific investment, but also on the cost of developing the
capabilities (2) and the cost of acquiring another firm that already possesses them (3). When
costs of hierarchical governance are high, a firm might want to choose non-hierarchical
approaches (1) even with the significant threats of opportunism. Opportunism stemming from
transaction specific investments is simply part of the cost of gaining access to capabilities that
are too costly to obtain in alternative ways.
Thus, capabilities only play a significant role in determining a firm’s boundary if they are too
costly to obtain.

Developing Capabilities on its own – Costly
1. Historical Conditions

Being in the right place at the right time. Recreating certain opportunities may be
impossible years later when circumstances change.

2. Path Dependence
Firm has to go through a long, difficult learning process to gain experience that makes it
possible to develop those capabilities. Time-consuming process that increases cost.

3. Social Complexity
Capability is socially complex in nature – firm’s culture, reputation, trustworthiness.
Beyond abilities of managers to achieve in the short term, but rather evolve and change
over time.

4. Casual Ambiguity
Relationships between firms’ actions and capabilities it creates are ambiguous. There are
multiple competing hypotheses about how to create capabilities, which cannot be tested.
Not knowing what to do to create a set of “invisible assets” increases difficulty of
creating them.

Developing Capabilities through Acquisitions – Costly
1. Legal Constraints

For political reasons, nations can restrict foreign ownership of domestic firms with
antitrust and local ownership restrictions, forcing firm to find alternative to acquisition to
gain access to capabilities.

2. Reduction of value of capabilities
Firm has long term contracts with large companies who prefer working with French, and
acquisition may cause relationship with its clients to be jeopardized.

3. Strategic Flexibility and Uncertainty – Costly to reverse
With high market uncertainty, firms have strong incentive to maintain flexibility, to avoid
incurring costs of withdrawing from firms with unsuitable capabilities. Firms prefer to
form strategic alliances.

4. Unwanted Baggage, Diffused Capabilities
Capabilities are spread out across multiple individuals, divisions, and groups and cannot
be easily extracted from their operating environments. Both desirable and undesirable
capabilities are acquired when entire firm is acquired. Acquiring baggage to access
important capabilities increases cost.

5. Leveraging acquired capabilities
Difficult to leverage acquired capabilities across firm’s operations, firms are unable to
take full advantage of capabilities due to integration difficulties, stemming from
differences in culture, systems, approach etc.

Flat World, Hard Boundaries



Joint coordination of
resources and activities.

Shared understanding of
common goals and strategy.

Dedication to collective
success

Flat World, Hard Boundaries
Enlightened leaders see entrenched boundaries not just as problems to solve but also as potential
opportunities.

Boundary-
spanning
leadership – ability to create direction,

alignment and commitment across group boundaries in service of a higher vision.
 
 
Boundaries that challenge leaders today involve identity and relationships – need for
differentiation and new for integration/belonging.

1. Vertical Boundaries
- Floors and ceilings that separate groups according to rank and privilege
- Common means of defining the existing hierarchy
- Strategy flows down, production flows up
- Today’s flat world and shifting landscape enables greater degrees of interaction up

and down
2. Horizontal Boundaries

- Found across organisational functions and units when two organisations merge into
one

- Walls that separate groups according to experience and expertise
- Negative costs manifest themselves over favouritism, conflicts and disputes of

viability
- Bringing competitors together following mergers or acquisitions to transform into

collaborators require integration of techniques and operating systems
3. Stakeholder Boundaries

- Doors and windows of the organisation tied up with array of stakeholder groups
- Potential to create divides when organisation seek to serve their individual interests

at the expense of the interests of their external partners
- Traditional view: each link in value chain defines its own processes independently,

with no regard to interdependence with other partners
- Flat world requires leaders to rethink how value is created between stakeholders e.g.

employees
4. Demographic Boundaries

- Result when workers are defined according to classifiers e.g. gender, race,
education, ideology

- Flat world requires the leveraging of different knowledge bases and diverse
backgrounds to achieve value-creating innovation

- Effective management will result in organisational benefits, poor management will
result in great divides

5. Geographic Boundaries
- Represented by the physical office location and Internet connections used to bridge

time zone and distances
- In today’s markets, organisational operations and labor pools, organisations manifest

themselves globally
- Virtual dismantling of geographic boundaries creates sourcing and scale efficiencies,

new markets, sources for capital
- Determining what processes to integrate across geographies and what to customise

for local needs remain a persistent challenge
 
Boundary spanning model – an upward spiral that leaders must travel to achieve intergroup
collaboration
Boundary spanning practices enable leaders to progress up the spiral from managing boundaries
to forging common ground to discovering new frontiers at the nexus between groups.

1. Managing Boundaries



a) Buffering
Shielding group members from threats or outside influences so they can develop and
maintain identity.
Builds intergroup safety – state of psychological security that arises when boundaries
allow each group to define its reason for being.
Leader helps groups to engage in productive work with other groups, and act as buffer,
keeping group boundaries strong enough to protect groups and keep them whole,
maintaining their purpose.

b) Reflecting
Enables a group to see both sides of a boundary and allows other groups to do likewise.
Illuminate the differences and similarities between groups and help each one understand
the identities of other groups.
Sensitize group members to counterparts’ values, priorities, expertise, roles and needs to
see common ground in goals and objectives, clearing the way for intergroup respect
and collaboration.

2. Forging Common Ground
a) Connecting

Forge relationships by creating person-to-person linkages. Group members put aside
identities and step in a neutral zone where people can interact. Over time, new
relationships are built, boundaries become more porous and intergroup trust may grow.
Groups may create shared direction, develop common expectations and maintain mutual
confidence.

b) Mobilizing
Reframe boundaries and craft common purpose. Encourages groups to transcend smaller
group identities and create a new and larger identity that is shared by all.
Form intergroup community – state of mutual belonging and ownership that develops
when boundaries are reconfigured and collective action taken.
Groups may realise a galvanizing higher purpose even when outside forces pull them
apart.
Connecting is about suspending dividing lines between group members, mobilizing
redraws lines.

3. Discovering new frontiers
a) Weaving

Group boundaries interlace but remain distinct. Meets the need for differentiation by
respecting varied experience and expertise, and also meets the need for integration by
forming new collaborations across groups that utilize their differences to achieve a
common purpose.
Result: intergroup interdependence – state of mutual reliance and collective learning.
Groups can enhance own effectiveness and co-create a single overall direction.

b) Transforming
Intergroup reinvention – state of renewal that develops when groups create new
identities and possibilities by reworking boundaries between them.
 
Transforming occurs when time and space are provided for group members, can be
thought of as a gestalt – the integrated totality of the six boundary spanning practices.

Leadership Advantage
‘Nexus effect”

- Attained through execution of six boundary spanning practices
- Result: groups working together to create new possibilities and achieve inspired

results well beyond what they could do on their own
- Ultimate goal of boundary spanning leadership
- Countervailing process: Great Divide

When an organisation becomes a place of mutual trust, interdependence and collective action,
new avenues for creativity and innovation appear. Breakthroughs and inspiring applications may



new avenues for creativity and innovation appear. Breakthroughs and inspiring applications may
occur, and alternative futures can be realised.



Analytics 3.0
New resolve to apply powerful data-gathering and analysis methods to company’s operations and
products.
Analytics 1.0 – the era of business intelligence

- Giving managers fact-based comprehension to go beyond intuition when making
decisions

- Data about production processes, sales, customer interactions were recorded and
analysed with new computing technologies by outside vendors

- Analysts spent more time preparing data for analysis and inclusion than on analysis
itself

- Reporting processes only addressed what happened in the past, with no explanations
or predictions

- Edge came in the form of greater operational efficiency – making better decisions
on certain key points to improve performance

Analytics 2.0 – the era of big data
- Internet-based and social network firms began to amass and analyse new kinds of

information
- Not generated purely by a firm’s internal transaction systems, but was externally

sourced from the Internet, sensors, public data initiatives and captures of videos
and audio recordings

- Innovative technologies of many kinds had to be created, acquired and mastered
- Information was stored and analysed in public or private cloud-computing

environment
- Machine-learning methods were used to rapidly generate models from the fast-

moving data
- Next-generation quantitative analysts were called data scientists, possessing both

computational and analytical skills
Analytics 3.0 – the era of data-enriched offerings

- The point when every industry analyse sets of data for the benefit of customers and
markets, embedding analytics and optimization into every business decision made
at the front lines of operations

- Resolve by company’s management to compete on analytics not only in the
traditional sense but also by creating more valuable products and services from
their aggregated data

- Companies that were information providers must become insights providers, using
analytics to digest information and giving customers shortcuts to decisions and
actions

Requirements for Capitalizing on Analytics 3.0
With new role for analytics within organisations, companies will need to recognise a host of
related challenges and respond with new capabilities, positions, and priorities.

1. Multiple types of data, often combined
Organisations will need to integrate small and large volumes of data from internal and
external sources and in structured and unstructured formats to yield new insights in
predictive and prescriptive models.

2. New set of data management options
Number and complexity of choices IT architects must make about data management have
increased to form a data hybrid environment. New processes are needed to move data and
analysis across staging, evaluation, exploration and product application.

3. Faster technologies and methods of analyses



3. Faster technologies and methods of analyses
With faster big data technologies, new ‘agile’ analytical methods and machine-learning
techniques are required to produce data at a much faster rate; ongoing sense of urgency.

4. Embedded analytics
Models in Analytics 3.0 are embedded into operational and decision processes, increasing
their speed and impact. Integrating analytics into systems and processes means greater
speed and makes it harder for decision makers to avoid using analytics.

5. Data discovery
To develop products and services on the basis of data, companies need a capable
discovery platform for data exploration along with requisite skills and processes. Makes
it possible to determine essential features of a data set without much preparation.

6. Cross-disciplinary data teams
Data scientists must collaborate with a variety of other players to ensure that big data is
matched by big analytics. Companies now employ data hackers who extract and structure
information to work with analysts who excel at modelling information.

7. Chief analytics officers
Need senior management oversight to superintend the building and use of analytical
capabilities.

8. Prescriptive analysis
Analysis which uses models to specify optimal behaviours and actions. Prescriptive
models involve large-scale testing and optimization, and are a means of embedding
analytics into key processes and employee behaviours. Provide a high level of operational
benefit but require high-quality planning and execution in return.

9. Analytics on an industrial scale
Scale internal decision processes to industrial strength. Creating many more models
through machine learning can let an organisation become more granular and precise in its
predictions.

10. New ways of deciding and managing
Managers need to become comfortable with data-driven experimentation. They should
demand that any important initiative be preceded by small-scale but systematic
experimentation, with rigorous control to permit determination of cause and effect.
Managers will have to establish guidelines for when early warnings should cue decisions
and action, and investigate further before making decisions.

 
Analytics 3.0 is the point in time when participation in the data economy went mainstream.
Companies that want to prosper in the new data economy must fundamentally rethink how the
analysis of data can create value for themselves and customers. Analytics 3.0 is the direction of
change and the new model competing on analytics.

Understanding Organisations as Learning Systems
All organisations are Learning Systems
Learning conforms to Culture
Style varies between Learning Systems
Generic Processes facilitate learning
Model of organisations

- Required to understand an organisation as a learning system
- Separating the two parts enables organisations to understand better what they do

well or poorly
- Help companies select areas for learning improvement that can lead to incremental

change over time
Learning Orientations: Value and practices reflect where learning takes place and nature of
what is learnt – defines ‘learning style’
Facilitating Factors: Structures and processes that affect difficulty for learning to occur and
amount of effective learning that takes place.



Two general directions for enhancing learning in an organisational unit
1. Embrace existing style and improve its effectiveness

Develop a fundamental part of the culture to its fullest extent
2. Change learning orientations

Strategies for Improving Learning Capability
1. Improve on learning orientations
2. Improve on facilitating factors
3. Change both learning orientations and facilitating factors

Guidelines for developing and implementing a chosen strategy



Guidelines for developing and implementing a chosen strategy
1. Study and evaluate what you are now
2. More modest, focused and specific changes
3. Consider cultural factors in choosing and implementing any strategy



Strategy as Options on the Future
Companies must reengineer their strategy processes to create a portfolio of options on the
future and integrate planning with opportunism.
Companies will maintain significant percentages of its costs as fixed, so that when these are
spread over the greater sales volume, profits will grow. 
Companies tend to overinvest in building assets and capabilities that are highly specific to a
particular strategy, on the assumption that they know the sales volumes for particular products
and hence, will underinvest in flexibility – “single line” forecast
Rapidly repositioning a company when investments in the capabilities and market knowledge
necessary have not been made/done in advance will cost the company to suffer from
“diseconomies of time compression”.
Companies that have invested in experiments to understand potential new markets and seeding in
new capabilities will create a portfolio of strategic options/ “launching pads” that the company
can use to rapidly change its strategic direction in response to market developments.
 

While companies may focus on executing a single strategy at any
point in time, they must also build and maintain a portfolio of
strategic options on the future.

Strategy = Planning + Opportunism
 
Establishing a coherent portfolio of future options:
Step 1: Uncover hidden constraints on the company’s future
Step 2: Establish processes for building new strategic options
Step 3: Optimize the portfolio of strategic options
Step 4: Combine planning and opportunism

Step 1: uncover hidden constraints
X Refine and polish economic engine and develop narrow range of competencies into almost
extinction
X Not invested in creating new capabilities and knowledge outside its existing formula
X Failing to recognize hidden constraints on strategy choices and underinvestment in new
strategy options

1. New capabilities / Capability constraints
2. Knowledge of new markets segments and customer behavior / Market knowledge

constraints
Doors to the future/ relevant diversification
Processes that fundamentally expand the company’s capabilities
Processes that expand the company’s knowledge of new markets and market behavior
There is an optimal portfolio of options that a company can create in order to strike the right
balance between the cost of creating and maintaining an option and the payoffs in the ability to
reposition itself more rapidly, at lower costs.

Step 2: establish processes
Cost effective processes as many options are unlikely to remain unexercised
- leveraging customers’ and suppliers’ knowledge
- learning from ‘maverick’ competitors and related industries

1. Market Research
- Focus on customers’ complaints to understand perceptions of existing offering /



- Focus on customers’ complaints to understand perceptions of existing offering /
articulated an unserved need

- Enter a new market to learn what is potentially relevant rather than earn profits
directly; investment

- Partnership with leading-edge suppliers, exchange off technical information
- Scan related industries for patterns of changing customer behavior

2. Expand strategic options
- Companies breaking rules are source of ideas
- Analogous processes – similar in function but different in structure
- Design an option to minimize costs incurred should the company decide not to

exercise it
step 3: optimize portfolio

Managers need to consider 2 factors

1. Alternative capabilities that might profitably meet customers’ needs

2. Knowledge about potential future markets and new customer behaviors
Companies can forecast with reasonable accuracy because they are trends already underway that
simply gathered pace over time.
To understand market behavior, look for the likely collision of different trends that will create a
change in the environment. (Scenario planning)

Decisions should be considered by;
1. Costs of creating and maintaining the option
2. Probability that company will exercise the option
3. Probability that the option itself will spawn future options even if it remains

unexercised
Costs can be reduced by careful design of efficient experiments and test
marketing.

Cost of investing in option Cost of exercising option
Creating an option to move into market Cost of scaling up option to profit-generating

business
Investment in plant less opportunity cost Brand building and distribution capacity
Decision to include option in portfolio should be made by comparing estimated value of option with cost of creating/investing

Strategy success does not rest on ability to predict continuing trends. Not all options will be
exercised based on future environment, but they serve as a purpose of insurance against an
uncertain future.

step 4: combine planning and opportunism
Companies obtain advantage through timely opportunism. It did not make predictions, but when
unexpected events unfolded, it has the strategic option to turn adversity to its advantage.
Bounded opportunism – selection and management of a portfolio of options
‘weed’ – unexpected opportunity that diverts company from pursuing its long-term mission
‘flower’ – opportunities that allow company to take advantage of its options to accelerate
towards goals

Scenario Planning
Stands out for its ability to capture a whole range of possibilities in rich detail – series of
scenarios that will help to compensate for usual errors in decision making (overconfidence and
tunnel vision).
Managers who can expand imagination to see a wider range of possible futures will be better
positioned to take advantage of unexpected opportunities that come along.
Scenario Planning Contingency

Planning
Sensitivity Analysis Computer simulations

Captures richness and
range of possibilities,
organizes possibilities into
narratives that are easier
to grasp and use, aimed at

Examines only one
uncertainty, presents a
base case an exception

Examines effect of
change in one
variable, keeping all
variables constant

Does not include
elements that cannot be
formally modelled e.g.
regulations or
innovations



to grasp and use, aimed at
challenging prevailing
mindset

innovations

 
Compensates for under-prediction and over-prediction of change, charts a middle ground
between both.
Purpose is not to cover all possibilities, but to circumscribe them, building a shared framework
for strategic thinking that encourages diversity and sharper perceptions about external changes
and opportunities.
Used when:

- uncertainty is too high relative to mangers’ ability to predict
- too many costly surprises have occurred in the past
- does not generate new opportunities
- is about to experience significant change
- wants a common language and framework without stifling diversity

Divides knowledge into:
1. Things we believe we know something about (very confident) e.g. demographic

shifts, new technologies
2. Elements we consider uncertain or unknowable e.g. oil prices, rates of innovation,

political changes

Process:
1. Define the scope

Set the time frame and scope of analysis, then ask what knowledge would be of value
2. Identify the major stakeholders

Ask how current roles, interests, power positions of obvious stakeholders have changed over time
3. Identify basic trends

Explain each political, economic, societal, technological trend sure to affect issues identified
4. Identify key uncertainties

Identify events with uncertain outcomes which will significantly affect concerned issues
Identify relationships amongst uncertainties, since not all combinations will occur

5. Construct initial scenario thesis
Identify extreme worlds by putting grouping all positive and negative elements, or cluster possible outcomes around
high VS low continuity. Select top two uncertainties and cross them.

 
 

6. Check for consistency and plausibility
Three tests of internal consistency:

1. Are the trends compatible within chosen time frame?
2. Do the scenarios combine outcomes of uncertainties that go together?
3. Are major stakeholders placed in positions they do not like and can change?

7. Develop learning scenarios
Identify themes that are strategically relevant and organize possible outcomes around them

8. Identify research needs
Do further research to flesh out understanding of uncertainties and trends.

9. Develop quantitative models
Reexamine internal inconsistencies of scenarios and assess whether certain interactions or consequences should be
formalized via a quantitative model

10. Evolve towards decision scenarios
Retrace all steps to see if learning scenarios address real issues that company faces.
Are these the scenarios that you want to give others in the organization to spur their creativity or help them appreciate
better the risks in various strategies? If yes, you are done.

Assessment of final scenarios:
1. Relevance: connect directly with mental maps and concerns of users
2. Internally consistent to be effective
3. Archetypal: should describe generically different futures rather than variations on one theme
4. Should describe a state in which the system might exist for some time
5. Should cover a wide range of possibilities and highlight competing perspectives

When contemplating future: we shoulder consider three classes of knowledge:
a. Things we know we know
b. Things we know we don’t know



b. Things we know we don’t know
c. Things we don’t know we don’t know

Good scenarios challenge tunnel vision by instilling a deeper appreciation for the myriad of
factors that shape the future.



How Successful Leaders Think
Examine the ways in which leaders’ cognitive processes produce their actions.
Integrative Thinking – process of consideration and synthesis where mangers who have the
tendency and capacity to hold two opposing ideas in their heads at once, are able to creatively
resolve the tension between the two ideas by generating a new one that contains elements of the
others but is superior to both.
The Opposable Mind – innate but underdeveloped human characteristic
Most of us avoid complexity and ambiguity and seek out the comfort of simplicity and clarity.
We crave the certainty of choosing between well-defined alternatives and closure that comes
when decision has been made.
By forcing a choice between the two, we miss out on value that could have been realized by
considering both at the same time, and we disengage the opposable mind before it can seek a
creative resolution.
To take advantage of opposable minds, we must resist our natural leaning towards simplicity and
certainty to keep complexity at a comfortable level, refusing an “either-or” choice.

Integrative Thinking Conventional Thinking
Generates options and new solutions, creates
sense of limitless possibility.
Aspirations rise over time.
Welcomes the challenge of shaping the world
for the better.

Glosses over potential solutions and fosters
illusion that creative solutions do not exist.
Aspirations wear away with reinforcement of
the lesson that life is about accepting trade-offs.
Prefers to accept the world just as it is.

 

Decision Making Processes – steps taken by integrative thinkers
Accounts of deeds implicitly promise that we can achieve the success if we learn to emulate their
actions.
But this focus is misplaced because moves that work in one context often make little sense in
another, even at the same company or within the experience of a single leader.

1. Determining Salience (what features I see as important)
INTEGRATIVE THINKERS CONVENTIONAL THINKERS

Actively seeks less obvious but potentially
relevant factors, welcome complexity.
Embrace the mess with more salient features,
which assures them that they have not
dismissed anything that may illuminate the
problem.
Confident they will find a way through, and
emerge with a clear resolution.

Discard as many salient factors as possible to
reduce exposure to uncomfortable complexity.
Each functional specialty has its own narrow
view of what merits consideration.

 
2. Analysing Casuality (how salient factors link to one another)

INTEGRATIVE THINKERS CONVENTIONAL THINKERS
Questions the validity of apparently obvious
links and consider multidirectional or non-
linear relationships.
 

Straight line casual relationship: linear
regression is preferred tool for establishing
relationships between variables.
May be correct about direction of relationship
but wrong about the magnitude.

 
3. Envisioning the decision architecture (how will I going about doing)



Pred
iction

Confir
mation

An
omaly

INTEGRATIVE THINKERS CONVENTIONAL THINKERS
See the entire architecture of the problem – how
various parts of it fit together, how one decision
will affect the other. Hold all pieces in their
mind at once.
Delay making decisions and consider
relationship between issues before creating a
new business model, does not let one element
drop temporarily out of sight.

When inventing a new business model, number
of decision-making variables explodes. Impulse
to establish a strict sequence to consider issues
and dole out pieces of decision so various
parties can work on them separately.
Everyone loses sight of the overriding issue,
and mediocre outcome results.

 
4. Achieving resolution

INTEGRATIVE THINKERS CONVENTIONAL THINKERS
Embraces holistic thinking and creatively
resolves the tensions that launched the decision-
making process.
Dissatisfied with options, may go back and start
again, refuses to accept trade-offs and
conventional options.

Accept unpleasant trade-off with little
complaint, since it appears to be the best
alternative.
Desire for simplicity has led us to ignore
opportunities in previous three steps to discover
interesting and novel ways around the trade-off.

 

Why Hard-Nosed Executives should care about Management Theory
 
Theory: A statement predicting which actions will lead to what results and why,plays a central
role in managerial decision making.

1. Help us make predictions
Reliable data from the past are available, managers can look into future with confidence.

2. Help us interpret the present, to understand what is happening and why
Help to sort signals that portend important future changes from noise that has no strategic
meaning.

Construction of a Solid Theory
1. Description of phenomenon

Phenomenon is carefully observed and described in its breadth and complexity. Certain
methods will not help all companies.

2. Classifying aspects of phenomenon into categories
Sort diversification strategies into vertical and horizontal types. Sorting allows
researchers to organize complex and confusing phenomena in ways that highlight
differences.

3. Formulate a hypothesis of what causes phenomenon to happen and why – theory

Iterative process

  

Step 1: Pinpointing Causation
Identify the most visible attributes of phenomenon that appear to be correlated with a particular
outcome and use those attributes as basis for categorization – just the starting point of theory



outcome and use those attributes as basis for categorization – just the starting point of theory
building.
Many consultants mistakenly belief that they can increase predictive power of their ‘theories’ by
crunching huge databases, producing regression analyses that measure correlation of attributes
and outcomes with high degrees of statistical significance.
Breakthroughs actually come from highly detailed field research – observe casual processes at
work.

Step 2: Moving towards Predictability
Further research is needed to identify the circumstances under which mechanisms will or will not
work.
Breakthroughs in predictability occur when researchers identify causation and describe
circumstances in which the mechanism does and does not result in success.
Good theories are circumstance contingent – define not just what causes what and why, but also
show how the casual mechanism will produce different outcomes in different situations.
Circumstance-contingent theories enable managers to:

- Understand what is it about their present situation that enabled their strategies and
tactics to succeed

- Recognize when important circumstances in the competitive environment are
shifting so they can begin ‘piloting their plain’ differently to sustain success in
new circumstances

- Help make success possible, predictable, sustainable
There is now a great incentive for researchers to step in and find out when and why robust
clusters can disintegrate – thus leading to even more robust theory of international competitive
advantage.

Step 3: Importance of Failures
Managers discard advice when they encounter circumstances in which the recommended actions
do not yield predicted results. Hence, research falls into disuse because proponents do not seek
when it wouldn’t work and why. Managers need to know what circumstances they are, or are not
in.
We can only trust a theory when its action statement explains how they will vary as
circumstances change.

Discerning customer of theory
- Articles that describe the phenomenon can become a valuable foundation for

researchers’ attempts to define categories, and then explain what causes the
phenomenon to occur.

- Beware of work urging that revolutionary change of everything is needed. Things
are the way they are for good reasons. New categorizations schemes do not
completely overturn established thinking. They bring insight to how to think and
act in circumstance-contingent ways.

- If authors classify the phenomenon into categories based upon its attributes, accept
that the study represents only a preliminary step towards a reliable theory.

- Real theory should include a mechanism – description of how something works.
- A researcher’s findings can never be considered the final word. Discovery of

circumstance in which theory does not accurately predict an outcome is a triumph.
Deeper understanding of what makes theory useful will enable editors to choose which pieces of
research they will publish, and managers to choose which articles they will read and believe.
Managers should be able to exploit the fact that good theories can be judged on a more objective
basis to make their ‘purchases’ more confidently.





The Quest for Resilience
In a turbulent age, the only dependable advantage is capacity to reinvent business models and
strategies, and anticipating, adjusting to deep secular trends as circumstances change i.e. to
become strategically resilient.
Resilience gap: world is becoming turbulent faster than organisations are becoming resilient.
During less turbulent times, established companies can rely on momentum to sustain their
success
- Insulation from competition by regulatory protection and oligopolistic practices
- Stable product paradigm
- Formidable first-mover advantages
- High entry barriers in capital-intensive industries
Value of having a coterie of loyal customers, well-known brand, deep industry know-how,
preferential access to distribution channels, proprietary physical assets, and robust patent
portfolio has steadily dissipated as enemies of momentum multiplied, thus undermining
advantages of incumbency.
When successful companies are confronted by paradigm-bursting turbulence, they experience
deep & prolonged reversal of fortune. Turnaround points at company’s lack of resilience, delayed
transformation.
Companies must become efficient at strategic transformation, and renewal must be natural
consequence of an organisation’s innate resilience.
The goal is a strategy that is forever morphing and conforming itself to emerging opportunities
and incipient trends, to have an organization that is constantly making its future than defending
its past. 
Revolutionary change should happen in lightning quick, evolutionary steps – with no calamitous
surprises and no trauma, but with plenty of excitement.
To become resilient, any organization must address 4 challenges:

1. The Cognitive Challenge: Conquering Denial
The fact that serious performance shortfalls so often come as a surprise suggests that executives
frequently take refuge in denial. The belated recognition of dramatically changed circumstances
guarantees that the work of renewal will be significantly postponed. Denial puts the work of
renewal on hold and with each passing month, the cost goes up. For many companies, the future
was less unknowable than unthinkable, less inscrutable than unpalatable. A company must
become entirely free of denial, nostalgia and arrogance. It must be deeply conscious of what’s
changing and perpetually willing to consider how those changes affect current success.
To break through the hard carapace of denial,

a) Senior managers must make a habit of visiting the places where change
happens first

As the rate of change increases, so must the personal energy devoted to understanding
change. Experience data for oneself; spend time thinking through the second- and third-
order consequences of what one witnesses.

b) Filter out the filterers
Find the people who are plugged tightly into the future and understand the
pessimistic implications for the business model. Make sure their views are not
censored by courtiers and be wary of self-protecting bureaucrats.

Establish a younger shadow executive committee and give them chances to review
strategies and present them.
Periodically review proposals that never made it to the top; may be out of tune with
prevailing orthodoxies.

c) Face up to inevitability of strategy decay; Honest & accurate appraisal



c) Face up to inevitability of strategy decay; Honest & accurate appraisal
Difficult to admit that a dearly beloved strategy is rapidly going from ripe to
rotten.
Honest and accurate appraisal of strategy decay is a powerful antidote to denial,
and is the only way to know whether renewal is proceeding fast enough to fully
offset the declining effectiveness of today’s strategies.

4 reasons of strategy decay: 
Replicated – Great ideas get replicated, lose their distinctiveness and power to produce
above-average returns. 
When strategies converge, margins collapse. 
Supplanted – One’s creativity is another’s destruction. Ideas and capital travel at light
speed; there is every reason to believe that new strategies will become old strategies ever
more quickly.
Exhausted – Markets become saturated, customers get bored, and optimization programs
reach the point of diminishing returns. Every strategy exhausts its fuel supply.
Eviscerated – Internet accelerated the migration of power from producers to consumers.
Customers are carving big chunks out of fat profit margins with their new-found power.

2. The Strategic Challenge: Valuing Variety
Resilience requires alternatives and awareness – the ability to create a plethora of new options as
alternatives.
Variety matters. A high degree of diversity ensures that no matter the future, there will be parts
well-suited to the new circumstances. The larger the variety of actions available to a system, the
larger the variety of perturbations it is able to accommodate.
Neither profligacy not privation leads to resilience. Most companies would be better off if they
made fewer big bets and more small bets, which will in time, justify more substantial
commitments. They should devote to launching stratlets – a swarm of low-risk experiments. It
takes thousands of ideas to produce dozens of promising stratlets to yield a few outsize
successes. Infatuation with conformance hinders quest for resilience.
Experiments should go beyond just products. Few companies have a process for continually
generating, launching, and tracking novel strategy experiments in the areas of pricing,
distribution and service.
Variety need not come at the expense of focus. Strategy goals and themes can spawn through
projects. It is a broadly shared sense of direction rather than a tightly circumscribed definition of
served market or an allegiance to one particular business model that reins in surplus variety.
Success is always an exception. After building prototypes, running computer simulations,
interviewing customers, most experiments will fail. The issue is not failure, but the value of
successes when compared with failures. 
What counts is how the portfolio performs, rather than whether any particular experiment pans
out.

3. The Political Challenge: Liberating Resources
Resilience requires reallocating resources to support a broad array of strategy experiments within
core business to become less political. Legacy strategies have powerful constituencies,
embryonic strategies do not.
Manager’s power is directly correlated to resources he controls – to lose resources is to lose
stature and influence. They resist attempts to reallocate capital and talent to new initiatives,
labelling new projects as risky, being forced to meet a higher burden of proof than those who
want to allocate more investment dollars to existing programs.
Fact is, novelty is a function of the extent to which an idea defies precedent and convention,
unlike risk which is a function of uncertainty. Failure to distinguish between new and risky ideas
reinforces companies’ tendency to overinvest in the past.
If a company systematically favors existing programs over new initiatives, if the forces of
preservation regularly trounce the forces of experimentation, it will be overinvesting in moribund
strategies and outdate programs.
A company can be operationally efficient but strategically inefficient. To be resilient, businesses



A company can be operationally efficient but strategically inefficient. To be resilient, businesses
must minimize their propensity to overfund legacy strategies. If divisional executives do not fund
breakout projects, company will never achieve breakout results. Risk is mitigated by requiring a
broad portfolio of experiments than one big idea.
Innovator needs second option, other than pushing the idea up the chain of command to the point
where it can be considered part of formal planning process. He needs access to many potential
investors – individuals who manage a budget within organization itself. Investors within a
particular department can form syndicates to take on slightly bigger risks or diversify their
investment portfolios, unfettered by executives’ protectionist tendencies.
Human skills are more critical than cash. Market for talent is essential.

4. The Ideological Challenge: Embracing Paradox
Optimization (better, faster, cheaper) and its elaboration into values, metrics, processes is no
longer enough. It is sufficient only as long as there is no fundamental change in what has to be
optimized.
An accelerating pace of change demands accelerating pace of strategic evolution. Organizations
should respond to changes in their circumstances automatically, reflexively, and spontaneously,
by dedicating as much energy to laying the groundwork for perpetual renewal as they have to
building the foundations for operational efficiency.
Companies must embrace the inherent paradox between relentless pursuit of efficiency and
restless exploration of new strategic options.
 
The Ultimate Advantage
Size often implies inertia, but it can also imply persistence. Problem lies in success. 
Companies get big when they do well. Size is a barrier to resilience only if those who inhabit
large organizations are deluded that success is self-perpetuating.
Any company that can make sense of its environment, generate strategic options, and realign its
resources faster than its rivals will have ultimate competitive advantage in the age of turbulence
– when companies are being challenge to change more profoundly and more rapidly than ever
before.

 
 

Competing on the Edge
 



Opening up the Boundaries of the Firm




